This book provides a cutting-edge assessment of policy options for future global climate governance, written by a team of 30 leading experts from the European Union and developing countries.

Global climate governance is at a crossroads. The 1997 Kyoto Protocol was merely a first step, and its core commitments expire in 2012. This book addresses three questions that will stand at the centre of any new climate agreement:

- What is the most effective overall legal and institutional architecture for successful and equitable climate politics?
- What role should non-state actors play, including multinational corporations, non-governmental organizations, public–private partnerships and market mechanisms in general?
- How can we deal with the growing challenge of the necessity to adapt our existing institutions to a substantially warmer world?

The 19 chapters integrate a variety of approaches that range from quantitative research and formal modelling to qualitative and legal analysis.

The book will be attractive both to practitioners and academics from a variety of backgrounds. Practitioners active in mitigation and adaptation policy development, analysis and negotiation will refer to this book for in-depth qualitative and quantitative assessments of the costs and benefits of a range of novel policy options. Academics from a number of disciplines – including international relations, international law, environmental studies, economics, geography and development studies, and ranging from final-year undergraduates to researchers – will benefit from description of innovative approaches of their disciplines towards international climate negotiations, and will also learn about the possibilities and advantages of integrating insights across disciplines.
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